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1 Background 

 Many lower-limb exoskeleton devices exist for 

rehabilitation or assistance to allow the wearer to move with 

less effort than without the system. Some devices apply 

torques directly to the wearer while others reduce the load felt 

by distributing force to the ground [1]. Although these 

systems can achieve forces and torques meeting or exceeding 

nominal biological values they are often heavy and create 

large inertia. Recent trends show movement towards 

lightweight and soft devices that act on joints directly. Textile 

interfaces are designed to use the skeletal system to 

counteract the applied compressive forces [2]. These exosuits 

have smaller mass which decrease the metabolic cost of 

movement and increase range of motion users can achieve. 

 The power generation and torques applied at the hip and 

knee joint during uphill ascent are critical to creating the 

trailing leg propulsion needed to climb an ascent. The peak 

knee extension moments and power for ascent have been 

shown to be over twice that of level walking [3].  

 In this paper, we present the design and use of a 

lightweight and soft exosuit specifically for active knee 

assistance in uphill ascent. Previous studies [3] have found the 

torque applied for the knee in uphill walking to be 

approximately 1.2 Nm/kg. It has been shown that older adults 

have 30-37% less isometric leg strength in comparison to 

young adults [4]. This device was designed to apply 15.9% of 

the nominal biological moment of a 65 kg person. The device 

was kept as light as possible with 0.46 kg on each leg and 

1.63 kg on the waist to keep the net metabolic increases due 

to wearing the device to approximately 2% and 3% 

respectively. 

2 Methods 

 The active knee exosuit (Fig. 1) consists of an 

electromechanical device and soft interface that applies 

assistive forces along appropriate load paths to biological 

motions. A four-bar linkage creates the rigid components of 

the device which attaches to the wearer through a soft knee 

brace interface. The device is actuated with a Bowden cable 

system that uses brushed DC motors. All motor components 

and electronics are mounted on the wearer’s back with a belt. 

A microcontroller and motor controllers are used to drive the 

Bowden cable actuators according to an algorithm that detects 

the beginning of each gait cycle through the use of pressure 

sensors in the shoe. Futek LCM300 load cells are mounted at 

the terminal points of the cable in the four-bar linkage to 

allow measurement of applied force. 

 The knee joint is comprised of two degrees of freedom 

(DOF) in the sagittal plane. Previous studies [5] highlight that 

most rigid exoskeletons simplify this joint to a single rotation 

point, which is dangerous as load in unwanted directions 

could strain the wearer’s knee. Our device consists of a four-

bar mechanism allowing flexion and extension as well as 

internal and external rotation, closely mimicking biological 

knee motion (Fig. 2). The interaction between the four-bar 

linkage and leg was carefully considered, and components 

were molded appropriately to eliminate restriction during 

flexion. Four-bar linkages are utilized on both sides of each 

leg, with a rigid cuff connecting both linkages to evenly 

distribute applied forces. The Bowden cable is attached to the 

linkage on the outer portion of both legs with cable housing 

running from the waist mounted actuation unit.  

 A bending moment failure analysis determined 

appropriate thicknesses of materials. Carbon fiber was 

selected due to its high strength to weight ratio, decreasing the 

metabolic cost of adding weight to the shank of the leg as well 

as its small required thickness.  

 

 
  

Fig. 1 Active knee exosuit 



 

 The exosuit soft interface consists of a belt wrapping 

around the waist, a knee brace, and two vertical straps on each 

leg connecting the knee brace to the waist belt. The knee 

brace consists of a base layer of flexible mesh with a cutout 

for the knee. Both the thigh and shank portions of the knee 

brace feature layers of sail cloth with two securing straps per 

section. Inextensible pockets hold the linkages in place along 

the inner and outer reinforced thigh and shank sections. 

Combinations of different textiles prevent shifting and 

stretching along defined load paths. A thin flexible mesh was 

used behind the knee to allow a full range of motion. The belt 

anchors two straps that stabilized the knee brace from both 

twisting and shifting down on the leg. 

 The Bowden cable actuator units consist of a Maxon 

DCX 22 L, 20W motor was connected with a gearbox (103:1) 

and a Maxon ENC 16 EASY encoder (part #499358). The 

gearbox was output to a 2cm radius pulley designed to allow 

cable replacement. An Arduino microcontroller and Cytron 

10A motor shield powered off a 3-cell Li-Po battery 

(2200mAh) was used to control each motor. 

 The controller was designed to adapt assistance to 

changing walking gaits during uphill walking. The position 

profiles used were selected to mimic knee extension moment 

profiles. Footswitches were used to determine when heel 

strike occurred and initiate actuation during the stance phase, 

approximately 0% to 62% of the gait cycle [3]. Due to the 

cable actuated design, the system can be relaxed to a slack 

mode when not in operation to ensure the wearer’s 

movements are unrestricted. 

 

3 Results 

 Preliminary testing was used to determine the maximum 

assistance given with this device. The four-bar linkage 

components were removed from the soft interface and 

clamped onto a bench positioned in the 0 orientation shown in 

Fig. 2. The motor was then actuated at maximum power using 

the on board power supply and the resulting forces were 

measured with the integrated load cell. The initial spike in 

applied force was ignored and the steady state force output 

was found to be 150N. Due to the 6 cm moment arm created 

in the four-bar linkage the knee exosuit produces 9 Nm of 

torque, 15.9% of the torque applied at the knee for an average 

65 kg person.  

 Walking control tests, without assistance being applied to 

the wearer, were run to determine if the device could be 

actuated in real time. The wearer had the system operate 

while walking at a speed of 1.25 m/s (2.8 mph) on level 

ground, a 9 degree incline, and a stair stepping device. These 

speeds and inclines were chosen as they were used as 

benchmarks in previous studies showing the discrepancy in 

ability to walk uphill between younger and older adults [4]. 

Only one leg was actuated during all tests, and the adaptive 

controller was used to ensure that correct assistance during 

changing gait. The device’s control performed well and was 

able to drive the cable over the position profile selected.  
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Fig. 2 Four-bar linkage positioned at (a) 0°, (b) 30°,  

(c) 90°, and (d) 120° 

 

4 Interpretation  

 In this paper we presented an exosuit that assists knee 

extension for uphill ascent using minimal rigid components 

with soft textiles to interface with the wearer. The exosuit 

applies peak forces of 150N which corresponds to 15.9% of 

the nominal biological moment for 65 kg people. The knee 

exosuit uses a novel mechanical design of a four-bar linkage 

actuated with a Bowden cable system to mimic knee motion. ] 

The device is controlled using pressure sensors placed in the 

shoe and a load cell to monitor suit tension. The control 

algorithm provides assistance for varying walking speeds up 

to 1.25 m/s (2.8 mph). Further testing is necessary to assess 

the actual assistance supplied during uphill and stair climbing. 
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